
                                       
PRO CLASS RULES 

1. Any car except limos, hearse, compacts or convertibles, must be hard top.  The following must be 
removed: all glass, original gas tanks, all seats except driver’s seat, head lights, all chrome, wipers, 
antenna, door handles, mirrors, sun visor, rear compartments of station wagons, and all other loose 
items.  The sheet metal is to remain in stock position 

2.Any size tires 16” maximum.  No Liquid materials in tires ( water, foam, cement, etc.) will NOTBE 
PERMITTED.  Air only.  Double tires accepted. ONLY STOCK WHEELS CAN BE USED. Valve stem 
protectors and weld in multi lug centers will be allowed. All thread through rims is not permitted. 
Wheel weights and hubcaps must be removed.

3. The sheet metal is to remain is stock position. No shaping, forming, creasing will be allowed.  No 
folding of quarter panels over trunk lids.  Trunk lids may be wedged and have atleast 10 inches.  
Reruns 6 inches.   Must cut 2 holes, 12” minimum in trunk for inspection.  Maximum of (12) 3/8” bolts 
allowed around holes, each hole for a maximum of 6.

4. Hood must be 100% in stock location, open for inspection.  May use six ½ inch bolts for hood.  
Minimum 8 inch hole with excess sheet metal removed from hole must be cut in hood to enable 
firemen to put out fires.  Front 2 body mounts may pass from bottom of the frame thru the core 
support and be used as front hood bolts.  Stock hinges may be used as well to mount hood.  
Maximum of 3 inch washers permitted. Maximum of (12) 3/8” bolts total permitted around cuts. Not 
per cut. Make sure cooling fans are covered. One strap or chain from roof to cowl is mandatory for 
driver’s safety.  

5. You may cut and roll wheel wells for tire clearance.  6 bolts in each wheel lip 3/8” max bolt 1 inch 
washer.  You may patch rust using same thickness of metal as area you are patching. 2 inch overlap 
on rusted areas.  No overlapping of patches and no patching over factory seams.

6. Cars may be welded using 3” welds every  3” or 6” welds every 6” on passenger doors, trunks, 
and station wagon tailgates (in lieu of outside welds, station wagon tailgates may have a 3”x3”x1/4” 
angle 3” long welded on inside every 3” on the bottom only)  NOT BOTH. You may not weld both 
inside and outside. Or cars may be wired, banded, bolted and chained in the same way. Driver’s 
door may be welded solid if desired. Banding every 6” on passenger doors and trunks; bands may 
be no larger than 1-1/4” wide. Chains must be at least ¼”. No welding or bolting to frame and 
bumpers. BODY SEAMS MAY NOT BE WELDED. Wires from body to roof (includes windows) are 
NOT PERMITTED. 

7. Patches: rusted cars may be patched with tin only (STRICKLY INFORCED.) Stitch weld patches 
1” on 1” off. Patch one side only (YOU MUST PROVE THE RUST.) 

8. Reruns: up to 4- 3”x3”x1/4” maximum plate 1” on 1” off stitch weld with minimum 1” hole in center 
to prove rip. For driver’s safety, rerun cars must have trunk/tailgate bent down or have an opening 
cut to see backward. 

9. A steel bar or pipe (maximum 3” diameter) must be mounted securely behind the driver’s seat, 
from door post to door post (NOT TO FLOOR). A steel bar or pipe (maximum 3”) may be mounted 



across the dash also. You may run a maximum of 4 plates, 2 on driver’s side compartment, 2 on 
passenger compartment, to be attached from dash pipe to firewall (maximum size 3” width x 8” 
length) no thicker than 1/4” diameter. MAXIMUM 8” from outside of dash bar. This is to stabilize the 
firewall from coming into driver’s compartment only. Recommended mounting plate size to be no 
larger than 6” x 6” x ¼” flat plate, maximum 6” behind center post. Post less cars may have one (1) 
3/8 x 3” plate from sheet metal to sheet metal in place of post. OPTIONAL: A halo roll cage may be 
put on pipe behind the driver’s seat. It can be welded to pipe behind seat. Halo may touch door or 
door post on driver’s side, but cannot be welded or attached in any way at that point. Halo can have 
(5) 1” welds on the roof on each side.  Halo may not travel more than ¾” across inside of car from 
drivers side.  (Maximum diameter of 2”) vertical with back pipe.  You may also put pipes on driver’s 
side and passenger side horizontally to be welded (attached) to front pipe and rear pipe.  Pipes may 
not be attached to driver’s door or passenger door in any way, Maximum 2” diameter.

10. Front  suspension must remain stock unless otherwise stated.  Front suspension may be secured 
in one of the following ways: (a) A-arms may be folded down and welded to frame. No metal to be 
added. Or (b)  Lower A-arm may have a 2” wide straight strap 3/8” thick attached to frame. The strap 
must be installed vertically no more than 2” of weld on frame. (c) One 2” pipe from lower A-arm to 
bottom of frame rail. You may choose one of these three options.  Rear control arms, 1/4” plate 
maximum, may stitch weld 1” on 1” off and drill two 1” holes for inspection.

11. Body mounts may not be moved. Body mounts to ½” maximum with (1) 3”x1/4” plate(STRICTLY 
INFORCED) Plate or washers may not be welded or bolted to frame. You may be asked to remove 
new body mount bolts. There will be no welding of seams maximum of 2” overlaps on front frame, 
repair at jack point allowed on reruns if it had to be replaced. Weld repairs for reruns in front of 
control arm must be butt welded. (No exceptions). 

12. Maximum 3/4 “ diameter all thread instead of shocks are permitted on rear only.

13. Any year OEM car bumper is permitted (DEC bumpers accepted), bumpers may be cut to 
remove sharp edges. No extra reinforcements (bolts, washers, etc.) Chain around bumpers may be 
welded or bolted to bumper shock to keep bumper from falling off. Chains may not be heavier than 
3/8”, 3 links must be free from welds, maximum 3 links welded to frame on each end. You may weld 
your bumper chrome to the face plate top and bottom. No extra metal to be added, weld only. You 
will be asked to cut an opening to prove there is nothing that has been added. Front and rear bumper 
height to be 22” maximum to bottom of bumper and will be checked in three places. Maximum of ¼” 
plating may be used no larger than 6”x6” welded onto the bumper shock plate if a different make 
bumper is being used on car only (1) plate is permitted. Reruns: bumper height maximum of 24” 
checked in three places no exposed frame rails, no protruding bumper shocks will be permitted. 
Bumpers may be welded on, if bumper shocks are left in original position. Bumper may still be 
welded on. If bumper shock is removed you can weld the bumper to the frame rail. One six by six 
plate can be added to bumper. No extra reinforcement to be added to frame rail. Cars cannot have 
bumper shock inside frame rails if bumper is welded straight to frame rail. No exceptions. You will not 
run. 

14. Relocated gas container must be secured firmly behind driver’s seat in metal approved cans or 
boat cans will be accepted. Gas tank protectors minimum 4” from rear compartment, may not touch 
the rear deck. Maximum of 10 gallon gas can only. 

15. Radiators cannot be relocated. They may be banded (2 bands maximum) to core 
support vertically or horizontally. Chrysler radiator mounting bracket to be 3”x3”x1/4”x6” long 



max.  To be mounted to core support. Overflow must be pointed towards ground & attached 
to car so it will not spray forward. WATER ONLY, Expandable foam or antifreeze (crowd 
safety) is not permitted.  Radiators may have an ac condenser mounted in front of radiator.  
AC condenser can be bolted or welded in 4 spots, bolts not to exceed ½ “ diameter and 
welds not to exceed 1” diameter.  AC condenser may not exceed 2” past radiator hole.  No 
home-made grates or grids.
Homemade grates, grids, cover plates and cooling systems will NOT BE PERMITTED. Radiators can 
only be mounted to core support. All cooling systems must be under the hood. No cooling systems 
inside the car (driver compartment). Transmission cooler may be relocated behind front seat. 
Transmission coolers may be connected to seat bar or floor, not both.  Tranny lines must be covered. 
Air cleaners will be mandatory.

16. Coil springs may be welded, wired, banded, bolted or chained (bottom only) to rear end. No coils 
inside of coils. Spaces will be allowed in coil springs to maximum 22” bumper height. 

17. Skid plates may be welded on oil pan and transmission pan (separately), no more than 1” wider 
than the part. 

18. If moving cross member. 12”x2”x1/4” maximum angle iron allowed for tranny cross member 
mounting points. 

19. No coil to leaf conversions allowed.

20. For coil spring cars and  unibody cars with leafs  you may use a hump plate.  They may be ¼” X 
6” X 24” and must be centered in the hump, they will be measured from the top center of the hump 
and must start no lower than the center of the frame.  These hump plates may contour the frame or 
run straight across the hump.  Only one hump plate per side.  Can only be attached to the frame not 
body or rear end. No hump plates on cars with leaf and full frame cars

21. Leaf springs:  all cars with leaf may have 9 springs on each side including the main springs and 
may be 5/16” thick max. (If a 5/16 wrench will not fit over spring you will not run.) Max. 2 ¾” wide 
springs must have min. of 1” stair step starting from the eyebolt. All springs must be mounted under 
the main axle tube. Springs may be clamped with factory tin clamps only, 2 behind axle and one in 
front per side, No duct tape, homemade leaf springs NOT PERMITTED. Only (1) main leaf, all 
springs must be under the main. A minimum of 12” height to bottom of bumper. No welding of leafs 
together.  Springs may be relocated under frame, they may be no longer than 60 inches.

22. Frame:  If repairs are necessary, frames must be factory frame, same year and model as car. 
Tilting and hybrid frames are NOT PERMITTED.

23. 98 and newer- Watts-link conversion for Fords. You may convert a Watts-Link to a standard 4 link 
system in the following way: Use the upper and lower trailing arms and brackets off of 80’s and newer Ford. 
After market brackets are allowed, but no thicker than ¼ inch and may be attached with max of 3 – 1/2 
bolts each side. No shortening of trailer arms, no positioning of brackets to strengthen the front down legs 
of the rear hump, must be mount in the stock location.

24. 2003 and newer: bolt in stock ford cradle 3/16”plate-one pass weld to cradle, bolted in stock 
location. Maximum 1” past mounting holes on mlate. Upper a arm brackets single pass weld (bubble 
style a arms.)  Front frame to remain stock length (no shortening) holes in front of frame must be left 
open. To mount steering box, you may weld a tube ½ maximum to the top and bottom of frame. Do not 



weld excessively, do not pin frame to mount the steering box. Hard nose only. No bumper shocks 
permitted (inside or outside of frame.) car must be marked 03 and newer. STRICKLEY INFORCED!!! 

25. Carb protector, distributor protector, and engine cradles are allowed. Protectors and cradles 
cannot touch frame in any way. They can be as wide as intake. If you choose to run one of these 
protectors, it must be a minimum of 2” from firewall or 4” from any pipe running across dash before 
you start the heat. THEY ARE NOT TO BE USED AS REINFORCEMENTS.  

26. Maximum 5 bolt rear ends on cars.

27. Just because it’s not in the rules doesn’t mean you can do it! If you are not sure, call or 
e-mail to ask. Don’t just show up and expect to run.


